DOCTOR'S OFFICE!

Women should have a yearly physical __
The doctor will keep a __ of all your visits
At each visit your __ pressure is checked
If it's your first visit you will probably have to fill out several __
Doctors wash their __ often, especially when a patient is sick
A stethoscope is used to listen to your __ and lungs
Pregnant women visit their doctor once a __ or more
The exam table is covered with __ for sanitary reasons
Step on this to get your weight
Hopefully the __ will be comfortable while you wait
Doctors and nurses wear __ whenever they touch bodily fluids
After weighing you, the nurse will want to know your __
A __ depressor helps the doctor see down your throat
They will swab you skin with __ if you are getting a shot
For sore throats, the doctor use a swab and send it in for a __
Some drug representatives leave __ for the doctors to hand out
Men over 50 may need a __ exam
A small hammer checks your knee __
These are necessary for gynecological exams
Medical and drug companies often produce __ to describe diseases
Exam rooms have a __ waste container for disposal of sharp items
Be sure to bring your __ card
These are often outdated, but it's something to read
Be sure to bring in a list of any __ you are taking
A doctor may order a blood test to check HDL and LDL __
A __ check is a quick way to see if you might be sick
If you need medicine the doctor will write you a __
Children need to stay current on their __ for school
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